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Abstract

A mobile network isartetwork whose link tathe Internet varies with time. Network

Mobility (NEMO) basIc support protocol m~intains the connectivity when Mobile Router
h •

(MR) of a mobile network changes its point of attachment to the Internet by establishing a

bidirectional tunnel between the MR and the Horne Agent (HA). A packet from a. .

Correspondent Node (CN) traverses through the tunnel to reach the mobile network.

Nesting occurs in NEMO when a MR's new attachment point is in another mobile

network that has also moved away from its home link. The level of tunneling increases as

the level of nesting increases. Multiple levels o(tunneling in nested NEMOadds multiple

legs to a non-optimized routing path that the IP packets have to traverse in order to reach
the final destination. As per our study, an efficient route optimization technique in

NEMO, particularly in nested NEMO, is still a research challenge. In this research, we

propose a route optimization. scheme for nested NEMO. We use two Care-of Addresses

for each MR, as well as two types of entries, such as fixed and visiting, in the routing

table in each MR. Our route optimization scheme completely removes the tunnels from

the nested NEMO in a single step using only one binding update message irrespective of

the number of levels in the nest. Our route optimization scheme, will also work for non-

nested NEMO.
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Introduction.

Chapter 1

1.1 Background

Internet is evolving towards a true ubiquitous network, accessible anytime and from

anywhere. In particula~, the demand for Internet access in mobile platforms such as

planes, trains, cars and ships is constantly increasing. With mobility support, an IP node is

capable of changing its point of attachment .to thetietworkand still. remains. seamlessly

reachable by other IP nodes in the Internet. A mobile node may be either a mobile host or

a mobile router.

Host mo~ility enables the mobile hosts to move within the mobile wireless network

regardless of its home location address. The mobile hosts are identified by its home

address regardless of its current location. When a mobile host is away from its home

location it is associated with a care"of"address. The. care"of"address provides the

information about the current location of the node. When an IP packet is transferred to a

mobile host's home address that packet will be routed to the care"of"address. The '

mechanism for binding the home address with the care"of"address of the mobile hosts at

their home agent enables them to remain seamlessly reachable by each other. Mobile IPv4
-, .., . .

[1] supports host mobility, however, suffers from suboptimal routing path problems and

ingress filtering by the border routers. Mobile IPv6 (MIP) [2] has been proposed to

provide better support for host mobility overcoming the problems faced in Mobile IPv4.

In several scenarios, demands for mobility are not restricted to a single host anymore.

Network Mobility (NEMO) becom~s increasingly important to support the movement of

a mobile network consisting of .several mobile nodes where nodes move together as a

group, as in a plane, train, car, ship etc. NEMO.allows a whole network to move with all

of its nodes (all hosts and all routers) .from one access router to another access router.

NEMO al.somakes all the nodes in the moved network seemingly accessible.

To support network mobility,. theIE,TF NEMO working group proposed the NEMO basic

support protocol (NBSP) [3] extending host mobility support protocol, MIPv6. NBSP is

the current de facto standard for NEMO which enables Mobile Network Nodes (MNNs)

to move together as a mobile network with a delegated router called the Mobile Router



(MR). NEMO also allows different MRs from different home networks to join each other

in an ad hoc manner and form il'llested NEMO. .

In the NEMO [4], each MR is. primarily designated to be connected to a particular

network, known as its horne network. MR is then given a permanent IP address called its

home address (HoA). MR's HoA rernains unchanged regardless of its attachment point in

the Internet. When the NEMO is away from home, packets addressed to the nodes of the

NEMO are still routed to the horne network and a Home Agent (HA), a router in the

MR's home network, takes care of all the data traffic of the MR. When the NEMO is in a

foreign network, it is getting attached with a Foreign Access Router (FAR). MR acquires

an address from the foreign network, called the Care-of Address (CoA). MR then sends a

Binding Update (BU) message to its HA to map the CoA with its HoA.

After a successful completion of binding 'pr~cess, a bi-directional tunnel is setup between

MR and its HA. All future packets will be intercepted by the HA and then encapsulated

with an extra IPv6 header whose destination address is the MR's CoA. The packets are

now transferred to the mobile node (MN) in NEMO through the MR-HA tunnel. The MR

receives the encapsulated packet in its CoA, removes the outer IPv6 header, and delivers

the original packet to MN.

However, there are two main problems in NEMO basic support system, which are

reported in the research work [5]. One is sub-optimal routing or pin-ball routing and the

other one is multiple encapsulations, which may cause delayed packet delivery. The root

cause of the route sub-optimality problem is the requirement of a bi-directional tunnel to

be setup between an MR,and its HA"

In nested-NEMO, there are several MRs that form a tree or nest. Each MR adds one level

of tunnel and the last level of tunneling occurs between the root-MR and its HA. Here,

root-MR is the top MR in the MR tree ..The addition of multiple level of tunnelings for .

multiple level of nestings in nested NEMO worsens the route sub-optimality problem.

In this research, we propose a new scherne. for nested NEMO to solve the tunneling

problem. In this scheme, we propose to use two CoAs, 10cal-CoA and root-CoA, for each

MR. Here, the 10cal-CoAof a MR will be its own CoA while the root-CoA of a MR will

he the CoA of the root MR in the nest. We also propose to use two types of entries in the

routing table in each MR: Fixed and Visiting. Fixed part of the routing table will have the

2



entries for the networks that are 'homed at the MR. Visiting part of the routing table will

hav~ the entries for the networks that are temporarily attached with the mobile routers in

the sub tree rooted by the MR, Proposed scheme will completely remove the tunneling

from nested NEMO in a single stepusing only one binding update message. This

proposed route optimization scheme will also work for non-nested NEMO. A non-nested

NEMO is in fact a special case ofnested-NEMO, where the root-MR is the only MR in

the tree.

1.2 Research Objective

The primilry aims of this study is to find a solution to the suboptimal routing and the

packet overhead problems caused by NEMO Basic Support protocol, while considering

the different principles of route optimization;

Existing proposals on route optimization have different definitions and models based on

the target scenarios and problems. Therefore, the degree or optimization varies and as a

result the.path is still suboptimal in some configurations. Furthermore, as a tradeoff of the

optimal path, severe signaling and .packet overhead is caused at mobile routers .

.As our solution to these problems, a concept for route optimization is proposed which

offers sufficient optimal path for nested mobile networks with minimum overhead. We

define the requirements of route optimization through analysis of different proposals, and

we design and implement a solution to evaluate the effectiveness of our proposal.

1.3 Thesis Overview"

The remaining Chapters of the thesis are organized as follows. In Chapter 2, Network

Mobility is described in detail, along with an overview of the' NEMO Basic Support

protocol and the problems of the NEMO Basic Support protocol, as well as the issues. "

,surrounding route optimization. Chapter 3 covers the research works related in this field

and motivations behind this research work. Chapter 4 explains and evaluates the proposed

mechanism. Chapter 5 compares our, work with other related research works. Finally,

Chapter 6 concludes our research findings.

3



Chapter 2
Network Mobility

As Internet access becomes more and more ubiquitous, demand for mobility is constantly

increasing. Nowadays, vehicles like cars, trains, plains etc. contain many sensor devices

and built-in computers which move together and require accessing Internet seemingly as

shown in Figure 2.1. In order to satisfy such demands, the IETF [18] has standardized

NEMO Basic Support Protocol (NBSP) [3], to provide continuous network connectivity

to a group of hosts moving together.

.Access POints

Mobile Network inside trains

Figure 2.1: Mobile Network inside Vehicles

NEMO is primarily based on InternetProtocols (IP) and Mobile IP. For this reason, we

first describe all the versions of IP (IPv4 and IPv6) and Mobile IP (MIPv4 and MIPv6).

Finally, we shed lights on NEMO Basic Support protocol, which is based on Mobile IPv6

mechanisms, and Nested NEMO.

2.1 Internet Protocol (IP)

The Internet Protocol (IP) [27] is the network layer protocol in TCP/IP [30] protocol

stack, which is used to send data from one computer to .another computer through the

Internet. Each computer (known as a host) on the Internet has at least one IP address that

uniquely Identifies it from all other computers on the Internet. An application data is first

divided into some packets called IP packets. Each. IP packet has. its source and

4



destionation IP addresses in its header. This header is called the IP header of a packet. An

IP packet is then passed onto the network. If the destination host resides in the same

network, the IP packet reaches the destination host directly. A typical IP network has

been shown in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: A typical IPnetwork

Each network connects itself to the Interner through one or more routers, which are

known as the gateways to all the hosts in the network. If the destination host of an IP

packet is outside the network, the packet is intercepted by the router. An IP packet can

reach the destination host via mutliple networks, i.e., via multiple routers. There might be

multiple ~uch paths from one host to another host through the Internet. Router helps the

IP packet to go through the best path. Each router in the Internet mainatins a routing table

to keep track of the best path towards a destination. The routers read the destination IP

address and succesively forward the packet to the next router on the best path. The last

router on the path finally passes the IP packet to the destination host.

IP is a connectionless protocol, which means that there is no continuing connection

between the end points that are communicating. Each packet that travels through the

Internet is treated as an independent unit of data without any relation to any other unit of

data. Because a message is divided into a number of IP packets, each packet can, if

necessary, be sent by a different route across the Internet. Packets can arrive in a different

order that? the order that was used to send them. The Internet Protocol just delivers them.

It's up to another protocol, the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP), the connection-

oriented protocol that keeps track of the packet sequence'in a message to put them back in

the right order.

5



2.2 IPv4 and IPv6

The Internet Protocol has two versions that are actively used in today's Internet. These

are IP version 4 (IPv4) and IP version 6 (IPv6).

2.2.1 IPv4

The Internet Protocol Version 4 (IPv4) is defined by IETF in RFC 791 [27]. IPv4 has

proven to be robust, easily implemented, and interoperable. However, initial design of

IPv4 did not anticipate the growth of internet and created many issues. Security

requirements and routing flexibility were not defined properly in IPv4 [28]. Many

applications available today that need additional features like as Quality of Service (QoS)

[29]. The main limitations ofIPv4 are given below .

• Scarcity of IPv4 Addresses: The IPv4 addressing system uses 32-bit add~ess space.

This 32-bit address space is furtberc1assified in A, B, and C classes. 32-bit address space

allows maximum 4,294,967,296 IPv4 addresses, but the previous and current IPv4

address allocation practices limit the number <ifavailable public IPv4 addresses. Many

addresses which are allocated to different organizations were not used and this created

scarcity ofIPv4 addresses .

• Security Related Issues: Communication over a public medium such as the Internet

requires cryptographic services that protect the data from being viewed or modified in

transit. Although a standard now exists for providing security for IPv4 packets, known as

Internet protocol security or IPSec. Sut IPSec is not built-in and optional in IPv4. Many

IPSec implementations are proprietary .

• Quality of service (QoS): Though IPv4 has Type of Service (TOS) field in its header,

rilOStimplementations of TCP/IP as well as nearly all hardware that uses TCPIIP ignore

this field and handles all the packets with the same priority. Payload identification is not

possibl~ when the IPv4 packet payload is encrypted ..IPv4 Option headers, if implemented,

are processed by every router in the path, resulting in the slowdown of the routing process

and making it undesirable to implemeni optional features.

6



2.2.2 IPv6

The Internet Engineering TaskForce (IETF) has developed a suite of protocols and

standards known as IP version 6 (IPv6) [20] that successfuJ1ysolved the growth problems

as well as dealt with the long-term ..growth issues such as security, auto-configuration,

real-time services, and transition [31]. IPv6 is designed to have minimal impact on upper-

and lower-layer protocols and to avoid the random addition of new features. IPv6 has. . .

solved many problems of IPv4 and is superior to IPv4 in many aspects which are

described below .

• Large address space: IPv4 has 32 bit (4-byte) address space, but IPv6 has 128-bit (16-

byte) address space. The very large IPv6 address space supports a total of2128 (3.4x1038)

addresses~This large address space allows a better, systematic, hierarchical allocation of

addresses and efficient route aggregation .

• New Packet Format and Header: IPv6 specifies a new packet format that helps to

minimize packet header processing. by routers. This is achieved by moving both

nonessential and optional fields to extension headers that are placed after the IPv6 header .

• Integrated Internet Protocol Security (lPSec): Internet Protocol Security (IPSec) is a

set of Internet standards that uses cryptographic security services to provide

Confidentiality, Authentication, Data integrity. The support for IPSec was optional in

IPv4. IPSec is an integral part of the base protocol suite in IPv6 and this support is

mandatory in IPv6 .

• Extensibility: The features of IPv6 can be extended by adding extension headers after

IPv6 header. The size of IPv6 extension headers is constrained only by the size of the

IPv6 packet,.unlike 40 bytes of options ofIPv4 ..

2.3 Mobile IPv4

Mobile.IPv4 [1] is.a protocol to ensure movement transparency to IPv4. Below is the

terminology defined in the MIPv4 specification ..

7



2.3.1 Terminology

Mobile Network Node (MNN)
A host with capabilities to move betWeen different access networks, while keeping

movement transparency to its upper layers and protocols.

Home Network
An MN usually resides when it is not moved to other networks.

Home Agent (HA)
A router which assists the movement of an MN, resides in home network.

Correspondent Node (CN)

A node in the Internet wishes.to communicate with an MN.

Home Address (HoA)

An unchanging address allocated to an MN..

Car~ofAddress (CoA) '.

An address which is acquired by an MN on the visiting link.

Binding Update (BU)

A message is sent by the MN to its HA in order to inform the CoA.

2.3.2 Protocol Overview

Mobile IPv4 (MIPv4) [I] is the protocol by which Internet nodes can achieve seamless

mobility. In MIPv4, a mobile node has a permanent home address (HoA) registered on a

home network. When the mobile node is not on its home network, it notifies a router at

the home, network called the home agent (HA) to forward packets to its new acquired

address called care-of address (CoA) at the foreign network. When the .mobile node is on

its home network, it sends and receives packetsdrrectly at its home address.

The MIPv4 protocol allows the Mobile Node (MN) to retain its HoA regardless of their

point of attachment to the' network. While the MN is roaming from one network to

another network its CoAis changed. In this way, the CoA correctly identifies the mobile

node's new point of attachment with respect to the network topology. In Mobile IPv4 the

CoA management is achieved by' an entity called For~ign Agent' (FA). FA is a router

located in the foreign network and' configured to receive and forward the packets that are

destined to the MN when the MN has a CoA from FA.

8



Figure 2.3: Architecture of Mobile IPv4

After getting attached with a foreign network MN obtains a new CoA from corresponding

FA. This new CoA is registered with the HA by sending a binding update (BD) message.

In this way, HA knows the current CoAof a MN in the current foreign network. Packets,
. from a Correspondent Node (CN) destined to the MN is first intercepted by the HA. In

order to deliver the packets from the home network to the MN's CoA, HA tunnels the

packet to the FA, i.e., HA encapsulates the packet with HA as the source address and the

FA as the destination address. .After receiving an encapsulated packet, the FA

decapsulates it to get the original packet and forwards it to the MN in its current CoA.

MIPv4 packets from a CN to an MN must go through MN's HA and this creates a

triangular routing path as shown in Figure 2.3. This triangular routing adds extra delay in

packet delivery.

2.4 Mobile IPv6

Mobile IPv6 [2] is a protocol to ensure movement transparency to a single host.

Terminologies used in MIPv6 are very much common with MIPv4 described in Section

2.3.1.

2.4.1 Protocol Overview

Mobile I1'v6 allows MN to move around between different links on the Internet while

being reachable regardless of its attachment point. Without Mobile IPv6, established

sessions are terminated and the nodes become unreachable after a handoff.

9



Mobile IPv6 provides a HoA to eachMN, allocated from the home link of its HA. When

the MN is connected to the home link, iUs reachable through this address. When the MN

is away from home, it becomes reachable via a CoA configured with the prefix advertised

on the foreign link. Since IP addresses must be topologically correct, the MN uses this

CoA while away from home. A packet destined to the HoA of a MN is first routed to its

HA and the HA forwards the packet to the CoA.MN can thus maintain reachability with

a unique address even afte~ihove~ents. Figure 2.4 shows the overview of Mobile IPv6..._~t

Figure 2.4: Overview of Mobile IPv6

A MN registers a binding between its HoA and CoA with a HA to have packets

forwarded by HA accordingly. Whenever the MN moves to a different access network, it

informs the HA of its new CoA configured on the link by sending a BD message (I in

Figure 2.4). When the HA receives this message, it returns a Binding Acknowledgement

(Binding Ack) to indicate the status of the registration (2 in Figure 2.4). If successful, the

HA forwards packets from theCN to this CoA (a in Figure 2.4). I'ackets from the MN are

tunneled [19] to its HA, where the HA forwards the packet to the CN.

2.4.2 Binding Cache Management

A HA m\lst maintain a database to manage the MN that it is serving. This database is

called the Binding Cache. An example of the entry in the Binding Cache is shown in

Table 2.1.

HoA CoA" Lifetime

2001:2::2 2001:1::EUl64 600
.

Table 2.1: Entry in the Binding Cache
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Each CoA is bound to an unchanging HoA. A lifetime value is also maintained to delete

entries when expired. The entries however are not limited to those mentioned in Table 2.1.

2.4.3 Route Optimization Mechanism in Mobile IPv6

Since packets are f~rwarded via the HA,thepathcall become suboptimal depending on

the location of the MN, the CN and the HA. Such suboptimal path is not preferred.

because it brings problems such as packet delay, waste of network resources, and causes

heavy load at the HA. As a solution to this problem, Mobile IPv6 introduced a

mechanisJIl known as route optimization to provide a direct path between the MN and CN.

Figure 2.5 shows the details of this mechanism.

Figure 2.5: Route Optimization in Mobile IPv6

When the MN receives a packet forwarded from its HA, it triggers to perform route

optimization with the CN. MN first proceeds with the Return Routability Procedure

defined in the specification [2] and then sends a BU message tothe CN (l in Figure 2.5).

The Return Routability Procedure enables the CN to obtain some reasonable assurance

that the MN is in fact addressable at its claimed CoA as well as at its HoA. Only with this

assurance, the CN is able to acceptBU message from the mobile node which would then

instruct the CN to direct that mobile node's data traffic to its claimed CoA. When the CN

receives the BU message, it returns a Binding Ack to the MN (2 in Figure 2.5). After a

successful establishment of the binding between MN and CN, packets are forwarded

directly using the optimal path with the newly defined mobility headers and routing

headers. The CNmust have:the correspondent capabilities suchas management of the

Binding Cache to perform route optimization.
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2.5 Network Mobility

The NEMO Basic Support protocol is a solution to provide network mobility support in

IPv6 [20]. The protocol is currently being standardized at the NEtwork MObility

Working Group (NEMO ,WQ) of IETETheWG is taking a step wise approach to

standardize the basic functions needed t~ achieve network mobility. The protocol is

designed based on the experiences gained from standardization of Mobile IPv6, and

therefore many of the functionalities are extensions of Mobile IPv6.

2.5.1 Terminology

Below is the terminology used in network mobility and defined in Network Mobility

Support Terminology [4] and Mobility Related Terminology [21]. Some of the

terminologies used are the same with those of MIPv4 and MIPv6 described in Section

2.3.1 and therefore are omitted in this section.

Mobile Network (NEMO)
, n

A set of hosts and routers whichmovesas anentit)l, between different attachment

points in the Internet.

Mobile Router (MR)
The router within a NEMO that connects the associated network to the Internet.

Mobile Network Node (MNN)

A host which is attached with the MR.

Access Router (AR)
A router through which the MR connects the mobile network to the Internet.

Home Access Router (HAR)

In the home link, an MR is attached with a Home Access Router (HAR) to

connect itself to the Internet.

Foreign Access Router (FAR)

A router through which the MR connects the mobile network to the Internet after

moving to a foreign link.

Home Agent (HA)

A-NEMO entity that resides in the HAR to work on behalf of an MR while it is

away from the home network. HA, in NEMO is different from the HA in both

MIPv4 and MIPv6. HA in MIPv4 and MIPv6, works on behalf of a mobile node,

whereas, HA in NEMO works on'behalfof a mobile router. •

12



Nested Mobile Network
A state in which a MR attaches itself to another mobile network in a hierarchical

fashion.

Local Fixed Node (LFN)

These nodes do not move with respect to the mobile network.

Local Mobile Node (LMN)
These nodes usually reside in the mobile network but can move to other.networks.

Visiting Mobile Node (VMN)
These nodes belong to another network but are currently attached to the mobile

network.

2.6 NEMOBasic Support

In Basic NEMO, a packet from a CN always reaches the HAR first. If the MR is in the

home link, its HAR forwards the packet to the MR normally so that the MR can route the

packet to the destination MNN.

An MR can move from its home network to a foreign network along with all the hosts

associated with it. When a NEMO is away from its home network, an MR acquires a

temporary address from its FAR which is called Care-of Address (CoA). A Binding

Update (EU) message is then. sent by the MR to its HA in order to inform it the new CoA.

The HA maps the new CoA with MR's HoA. If an MR is in the foreign link when a

packet comes from a CN,corresponding HAR cannot forward the packet to the MR

normally. In this situation, the packet isintercepted by the HA of the MR. The HA then

forwards the packet to the new CoA using an IP tunnel between the HA and the MR. The

HA encapsulates the packet with HA address as the source address and the MR's CoA as

the destination address. Then, ihe HA' sends the encapsulated packet to MR's CoA

through the HA-MR tunnel. Figure 2.6 shows the structure of NEMO basic support

protocol.
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After receiving the encapsulated packet from the HA, the MR decapsulates it to get the

original packet from the CN back. The MR routes the original packet to the destination

MNN. NQw, every packet coming to the MR from the CN is tunneled by the HA ofMR

as shown in Figure 2.7.

Figure 2.7: Tunneling in NEMO basic support protocol

2.7 Nested NEMO

NEMO B"asicsupport also supports nesting of the MRs. In nested NEMO, several MRs

join together in a hierarchical manner and form a tree or nest. Here, top level MR works

as the root of the tree and is called the root-MR. In order to describe how tunneling and

encapsulation occur in nested-NEMO let's consider a second mobile router MR2 and its

home access router HAR2. If MR2 moves from HAR2 and gets access through MRl,
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nesting occurs. MR2 acqUIres a care-of-address CoA2 from MRI and sends a BU

message to its home agent HA2 informing this CoA2. CoA2 of MR2 is associated with

MRI and default locatiOll of MRI i~ HARI. HA2 now assumes that MR2 is now

associated with HARI.

When a CN sends a packet to an MNN of MR2, HA2 first receives it (I in Figure 2.8).

Since MR2 moves to CoA2, HA2 encapsulates the packet with HA2 address as the source

address aI1dCoA2 as the. destination address. HA2 forwards the encapsulated packet by

creating a bidirectional tunnel between HA2 and MR2. As CoA2 is an address accessed

from MRI (of HARl), the encapsulated packet is taking a route towards HARI (2 in

Figure 2.8).

Figure 2.8: Two level tunneling in two level nested NEMO

HAl receives the encapsulated packet through HARI. Since MRI has also moved to

CoAl, HAl encapsulates the packet again and forwards it to CoAl by creating a second

level tunnel between HAl and MRI (3 in Figure 2.8). Above two level tunneling and

encapsulations have been demonstrated in Figure 2.8 and 2.9 respectively.
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Figure 2.9: Operation ofbasic-NEMO for two level nested NEMO

MRI rec~ives the packet at CoAl and decapsulates the second level encapsulation and

forwards the packet, still with the. first level encapsulation, to CoA2 (4 in Figure 2.8).

MR2 receives the forwarded packet at CoA2 and' decapsulates the first level

encapsulation in order to get the original packet sent by CN back and routes the original

packet to the destination MNN (5 in Figure 2.8).

CoA2

M~NA !)-~----
Figure 2.10: Three level tunneling in three level nested NEMO

Two level tunneling occurs in two level nesting. Now, if a third mobile router MR3

arrives from HAR3 .and gets associated with' MR2, situation worsens, three level of

tunneling occurs which has been presented in Figure 2.10.
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If a CN sends a packet to an MNN associated with MR3, the packet traverses 7 route

segments as shown iti Figure 2.11 befor~ reaching th~ MNN .

Route segment I: eN -> HA3
Route segment 2: HA3 -> HA2
Route segment 3: HA2 -> HAl
Route segment 4: HAl -> MRI
Route segment 5: MRI -> MR2
Route segment 6: MR2 ->MR3
Route segment 7: MR3 -> MNN

•• • I •••

" HA3

HA.1

HAR3

•
-

HARI

"4 •

...•..••• _>4 ...•• ~
3 - [ - }- ••

,HAR2 . .HA2

Figure 2.11: Pin ball routing in nested NEMO

Thus, for three level of tutitieiing the packet traver~es 2*3+ I route segments. Similarly, if

the CN were also behind three level tunnels, the.packet needs to traverse 2*(3+3)+ I route

segments. In general, 2(N + M) + I"route segments will be traversed by a p~cket in a

nested NEMO if both the MNN and the CN are behindN and M level tunnels

respectively.

In NEMO basic support, every packet from a CN is tunneled by every HA in the

hierarchy. Tunneling creates sub-optimal routing or pin ball routing. This route sub-

optimality problem worsens as the number of nesting level grows. As an effect of

tunneling, network throughput decreases, end-to-end network delay increases, and the

network overhead .increases.

Multiple encapsulations in nested NEMO also cause delayed packet delivery dividing the

original encapsulated packet into multiple packets if the packet size of the original

encapsulated packet is beyond.the link-MTU. When a HA manages several MRs, the HA

of the MR will be overloaded by MNN's packets when many MNNsexist. Susceptibility
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to link failure and the instability ofnetworkcoimection are also indirect consequences of

route sub-optimality. For these reasons route optimization is important in nested NEMO,

2.8 Summary
In this Chapter, we have discussed the Internet Protocol along with its most popular

versions IPv4 and IPv6. W~ have covered the limitations ofIPv4 and relative superiority
. - . ." " .' .-" .

ofIPv6 over IPv4. Both IPv4 and IPv6 provide host mobility support through MIPv4 and

MIPv6 respectively. We have presented the NEMO basic support protocol, an extension

from MIPv6, to support network inobility. We have described NEMO and nested NEMO

in details, with examples and their limitations. We saw that the sub-optimal r,outing is

applied due to tunneling/encapsulation in basic-NEMO. To overcome these limitations,

many research works have been conducted. In the next' chapter, we will.discuss those

research works.
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Chapter 3
Related Works
Route optimization is one of the major challenges in both nested and non-nested NEMO.

Figure 2.11 in Chapter 2 gives an example or this problem. Currently route optimization

schemes in NEMO have been discussed at the NEMO working group in the IETF and at

various conferences. Some of the research works have also been discussed in survey

paper [71] and [72]. In recent years, numerous solutions have been proposed to tackle

route sub-optimality in NEMO networks. Many solutions only focus on non-nested

NEMO. Examples of these schemes include the optimized route cache management

protocol (ORC) [6] and the Global HA to HA protocol [7]. This Chapter, however, deals

with schemes specifically for enhancing the nested NEMO scenario.

3.1 CUIP
Cellular Universal IP (CUIP) [8] [9], a mobility scheme, proposes a hierarchical network

architecture using universal IPv6 addressing to eliminate tunneling. The concept of

universal addressing is borrowed from the traditional mobile phone communication,

which allows an MNN to be addressed anywhere with a single phone number. CUIP also

allows an MR as well as an MNN to be addressed and located universally by a single

IPv6 address. An MR does not need to acquire a:CoA when traveling to a foreign network

and therefore does not need to register the CoA with the home network for its

movements. Network architecture of CUIP is shownin Figure 3.I quoted from [8].

Inlernet

Home Wireless.
A~'!to, NabNewlC

. rop Level 'Core. Router
(or'Gliteway) of-the

\/Viie"less ACcess Nefworlt,

-Cote,Routers.

oWiteless A"cCe.
-'ROuters'

__ •• - Home:Route'

.' •••• '•. Forelgr-;RQute

Figure 3.1: Network Architecture ofCUIP
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CUIP organizes all the MRs in a hierarchy. There is a root MRthat first divides a network

into some sub networks. Each sub network can.be further divided into smaller networks.

For this reason, in CUIP, the address space covered by an MR is always the subset of the

address space covered by its upper level MR.. .

Ina hierarchical networkstiucture,aUhimdoff scenarios must consist of exactly one

cross-over router (COR) between the previous route and the new route, where the COR is

defined as the router at the forking point ofthe two routes. After handoff, only the routers

on the new route and the previous route, up to the COR of this handoff (home or new),

need to be updated by CUIP. The handoff is therefore transparent to the rest of the

network beyond the COR, including the Internet and the CN. The concept of COR in

CUIP has been shown in Figure 3.2 quoted from [9]. In addition, the handoff is completed

as soon as the new route is updated. The routers to be updated for handoff are along the

data path. Therefore, signaling can b.e piggybacked on outgoing data packets for more

efficient handoff, particularly for real-time applications with continuous stream of data

packets. The signaling delay is therefore proportional to the time interval between two

consecutive data packets. That is, the signaling delay .scales naturally with the blackout

delay requirements of the data stream.

Internet

Figure3.2: Concept of COR in CUIP
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Tunneling is not required because of the use of universal1y unique IP address before and

after the movement of an MNN or MR. Furthermore, in CUlP, the work load of the

handoff operation is distribu.ted throughout the entire network, and thus there will be no

single-point-of-failure. However, CUlP is not effective in the Internet, because of its non-

hierarchical architecture. A radical change is necessary in the present Internet

infrastructure to make it hierarchical in order to implement CUll', which is quite

infeasible.

3.2MANET

In Mobile Ad-hoc Network (MANET) [10], a collection of nodes, connected by wireless

links, form an. arbitrary, dynamic graph. Two classes of ad-hoc routing protocols have

been proposed: reactive and proactive.

Reactive protocols, such as DSR [II] and AODV [12], discover and maintain routes only

when ther are required by using a request reply flooding cycle.

The Dynamic Source Routing protocol (DSR) is a simple and efficient routing protocol

designed specifically for use inmulti-hop wireless ad hoc networks of mobile nodes. DSR

allows the network to be completely self-organizing and self-configuring, without the

need for any existing network infrastructure or administration. The protocol is composed

of the twp main mechanisms of "Route Discovery" and "Route Maintenance", which

work together to allow nodes to discover and maintain routes to arbitrary destinations in

the ad hoc network. All aspeCts onhe protocol operate entirely on demand, allowing the

routing packet overhead of DSR to scale automatically to only what is needed to react to

changes in the routes currently in use.

The Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV) routing protocol is intended for use by

mobile nodes in ail ad hoc network. It offers quick adaptation to dynamic link conditions,
• I '.

low processing and memory overhead, low network utilization, and determines routes to

destinations within the adhoc network. AODV based route optimization is applied in [65].

On the other hand, proactive protocols, including OLSR [13][35], ONEMO [16], NNRO. . .

[67] and DESMERO [14] always maintain routes to each destination through periodic

advertisements.
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Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR) protocol for mobile ad hoc networks is an

optimization of the classical link state algorithm tailored to the requirements of a mobile

wireless LAN. The key concept used in the protocol is multipoint relays (MPRs). MPRs

are select~d nodes which forward broadcast messages during the flooding process. This

technique substantially reduces, the,message overhead as compared to a classical flooding
, ' ,

mechanism, where every node retransmits each message when it receives the first copy of

the message. In OLSR, link state information is generated only by the nodes elected as

MPRs. A second optimization is achieved by minimizing the number of control messages

flooded io the network. As a third optimization, an MPR node may chose to report only

links between itself and its MPR selectors. Hence, as contrary to the classic link state

algorithm, partial link state iilJormation is distributed in the network. This information is

then used for route calculation. OLSR provides optimal routes (in terms of number of

hops). The protocol is particularly suitable for large and dense networks as the technique

of MPRs works well in this context.

HAl HA2

/ FAR

_1T
CNg.'

Figure 3.3: Network Architecture ofOLSR Route Optimization

Ryuji Wakikawa et. al. in [15] and [16] proposed to use OLSR ad-hoc routing protocol in

order to make an intelligent forwarding decision by an MR in a nested NEMO if the

destination is found to be local. In this case, a route to the destination can be established

through the ad-hoc network constructed by the source and the destination MRs. The use

of ad-hoc network routing protocol bypasses theHA from the routing path, i.e.,

eliminates the tunnel between the MR and HA. Alternatively, if the destination is not

local, data will be routed through the HA, where basic NEMO tunneling and

encapsulation will take effect.
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3.3 S-RO

In o.rder to. remo.ve tunneling and encapsulatlo.n, netwo.rk prefix binding updates (NPBU)

o.fnested NEMO are used in research wo.rk S-RO [17]. When an MR in NEMO receives

an encapsulated packet, itremo.ves theencapsulatianand sends a binding update to. the

ariginal packet sender. The ariginal sender address can be abtained fram the saurce

address af the decapsulated packet. In case af nested NEMO, a sender might be an HA af

an upper level MR. In the binding update message, the MR sends its CaA in the fo.reign

netwark. The sender nade caches the CaA and uses it as the laase saurce route to.deliver

the future packets to. the destinatian avaiding the tunnel. Loase saurce routing is used to.

route the internet datagram based an infarmatian supplied by the saurce. Functianality

provided by these aptions can be explaited in order to perfarm remote network discavery,

to bypass firewalls, and to. achieve packet amplification far the purposes af generating

denial-af-service traffic.

Fignre}.4: Architecture afS-RO

In loase saurce routing, the Rauting header contains a list af ane ar more intermediate

nades to. be visited an the way to. a packet's destinatian. All routing headers start with a

32-bit block cansisting of faur 8-bitfields, fallawed by routing data specific to. a given

routing tYPe.The source node daes nat place the ultimate destinatian' address in the IPv6

header. Instead, that address is the last address listed in the Rauting header, and the IPv6

header cantains the destinatian address af the first desired router an the path. The Routing

header will not be examined until the packet reaches the node identified in the IPv6
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header. At that point, the IPv6 and Routing header contents are updated and the packet is

forwarded. The update consists of placing the next address to be visited in the IPv6

header and decrementing the Segmentations Left field in the Routing header.

In a nested NEMO, a CN obtains the CoA of each intermediate MR in the nest

successively after repeating the above mentioned steps. The number of repetitions

depends on.the number of levels in the nest. Finally, CN sends packets to the destination

in the for~ign network using all the CoAs as the loose source route avoiding multi level

tunneling and encapsulation. However, too many BU message transmissions are needed

in this scheme to avoid all the levels of tunneling and encapsulations. And too many

CoAs are needed to be used as the loose source routes after removing the tunnels. This

increases the packet header size significantly.

Like S-RO, Path Control Header (PCH) is used in [62], where the CoA of the MR is

inserted into packets by the corresponding HA when a packet travels from an MNN to a

CN. After passing through all the HAs, the header of the packet contains the CoAs of all

MRs in the hierarchy. Path control is achieved by a specific router. They propose to use a

specific router in the CN side that can be an access router or any router through which CN

connects to the Internet. This router may be called correspondent router (CR). CN will not

involve in route optimization process. CR will cache all the CoAs. When CN sends

packet to an MNN, packet will be i!1tercept~Q....bythe CR and CR will insert the CoAs into

the packet header. Then the CR will create a tunnel between CR-MR. Here MR is the top

MR. Therefore, all the HAs are bypassed in this scheme. Instead of HA-MR tunnel, this

scheme uses CR-MR tunnel that is optimized compare to HA-MR tunnel.

In xMIPv6 [63], MRs send BUs containing CoAs of MRs above it to their corresponding

HAs. An MRobtains CoAs bfMRs above it from theMR to which it is attached through

router advertisement (RA). They introduce a new nested care-of address option (NCO) in

the packet header during RA. NCO is used to carry sequence ofMR's CoAs in the header.

Except additional NCO option in packet header in this scheme, optimization process and

packet routing are exactly the same as S-RO.
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3.4 ROTIO
To get optimized route in nested mobile networks, Tree Information Option (TIO) [41] is

used in research work named R9ute Optimization using Tree Information Option

(RaTIO) in [26]. TIO is basedon NeighborDiscovery protocol for IPv6 [40]. IPv6 nodes

on the same link use Neighbor Discovery to discover each other's presence, to determine

each other's link-layer addresses, to find routers, and to maintain reach-ability information

about the paths to the active nelghbors.

'In a nested mobile network, multiple MRs form a tree like structure in which the top MR

is called the top-level mobile router. (TLMR). Regular router advertisement (RA) message

are sent from ~ach MR in the tree. RA message contains TIOoption and xTIO sub-option

as shoWn in Figure 3.5 quoted from [26]. When an MR forwards RA message, it appends

its CoA ip the xTIO sub-option. If an MR receives an RA message without the xTIO

option, the MR (which is the TLMR) detects that it is positioned at the top level of the

entire mobile network and inserts the TIO option with its HoA into the TreeID field. If an
,- _. ." . . .

MR receives the RA message with this TIO option, the MR can deduce that it is not the

TLMR. Each MR appends its CoA into the xTIO option and propagates the RA message

downwards. By listening to this RA message, MRs can maintain an MR list, that stores

the list of'CoAs of all the ancestor MRs (for the TLMR, its HoA is stored).

o 16 31
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PathDigest
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TreeiD
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Figure 3.5: Tree Information Option and xTIO sub-option
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In ROTIO scheme, each MR in the nested mobile network sends two BU messages: one

to the MR's HA and the other to the TLMR. The first BU message contains the TLMR's

HoA. MR's HA receives the BU message from the MR and maJ:'sMR's HoA with the

TLMR's HoA. The second BU message contains routing information between the issuing

MR and the TLMR. This BU message contains the HoA and the CoA of MR, and the list

of all the MR's CoA between the TLMRand issuing MR. TLMR maps the list of all the

MR's Co<\.with the HoA ofthe issuing MR.

Source Routing from nMR to MR3

c:::::t> ,Original Packet

1!!!!!1!!!!!1iI~ll> Encapsulated on-ce

_.11'''' En-c:.apsulated twf~

Blndin.,;j Cllche

. Binding Cac;he

HoA M1U-+HoATI.M~

HA,

Binding Cache

HoAMnI-+ CoA I•.•••~

HoAMIl2-7
(CoAflR1/ CeA,~)

Figure 3.6: Routing a packet from CN to MNN in ROTIO

Packet transmission in ROTIO scheme has been shown in Figure 3.6 quoted from [26]. A

CN send~ a packet destined for an MNN of MR3. Packet is received by MR3's HA.

MR3's HA encapsulates the packet with itself as a source address and TLMR's HA as the

destination address and forwards the packet bycreating a tunnel between MR3's HA and

TLMR's HA. TLMR's HA will receive an encapsulated packet and will encapsulate the

packet again with itself as the source address and TLMR's CoA as the destination

address. TLMR's HA will forward the packet to the TLMR by creating a second tunnel

between tLMR's HoA and TLMR's CoA. TLMR will receive the double encapsulated

packet from its HA in its foreign link. It will decapsulate the second encapsulation and

will forward the single encapsulated packet towards MR3 using the list of the CoAs of

MRs in the tree as source routing. MR3 will receive an encapsulated packet, it will

decapsulate the packet and will forward the original packet to the MNN. Therefore, a
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packet from a CN only needs to visit two transit nodes (the HA of the MR and the

TLMR). If the level of nesting increases, number of tunneling/encapsulation isn't

increasing. Only two level of tunneling' exists, regardless the number of nesting levels in

the mobile networks.

RaTIO scheme seems similar to our.scheme, however, in this scheme, MR sends two BU

messages; one to the MR's HA and other to the TLMR's HA where our scheme sends

only one BU message to its HA. _Because of two CoAs, RaTIO needs to create two

tunnels by the MR's HA and TLMR's HA, whereas our scheme doesn't require any

tunneling by any HA. In RaTIO, router advertisement is necessary, which is not allowed

in basic"NEMO.

For higher nesting levels RaTIO scheme has higher header overhead that consumes more

bandwidth which is scarce iii wireless environment .. Moreover, it can't eliminate the

tunnels completely.

3.5 R-BU

Recursive Binding Update (R-BU) [22] scheme is proposed to search Binding Cache and

send Binding Update messages recursively.to offer an optirnal path. The solution enables

Mobile IPv6 hosts to perform route optimization in nested mobile networks. However, it

has a drawback, constructing the optimal route requires multiple Binding Updates where

the number increasing as the level of the nesting increases.

3.6RRH

The Reverse Routing Header (RRH) [23][32] provides route optimization support for

nested mobile networks, however, it can sometimes be suboptimal when the

correspondent node is also nested. For example, ifboth end nodes are located behind two

distinct nests, the path includes two HA which can still cause crucial delay in packets.

3.7 PD

The Prefix Delegation (PD) [24] [34] is proposed as a solution to enable Mobile IPv6

hosts to perform its route optimization when attached behind MRs. The use of PD is also
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proposed 'by [25], [33] and [36]. Prefix of the foreign netWork is delegated inside the

mobile network. Mobile IPv6 Route Optimization for NEMO (MIRON) [37][44] was
. . ."' , . .', -. ' , .'.

proposed to provide mobility support to a mobile node in nest~d case based on MIPv6,

NERON [38] and EMIPJ39] were also proposed bas,ed on MIRON, Some variations of

PD are also used in [42][43][46] and [47],

In these approaches, each MR in a nested mobile netWork is delegated a Mobile NetWork

Prefix (MNP) from the ARusing' DHCP Prefix Delegation [45]. Each MR also auto-

configures its CoA from this delegated prefix, Tnthis way, the CoAs are all formed from

an aggregated address space starting from the AR, This is used to eliminate the multiple

tunnels caused by nesting of mobile nodes, A MNN with MIPv6 functionality may also

auto-configure its CoA from this delegated prefix, and use standard MIPv6 mechanisms

to bind its HoA tothis CoA

Delegation approach is simple but exerts additional load on the infrastructure due to

higher signaling, How to efficiently assign a subset of MNP to child MR could be an

issue because MNNs may dynamically join and leave with an unpredictable pattern, In

addition, a change in the point of attachment of the top MR will also require every nested

MR (and possibly Visiting Mobile Nodes) to change their CoA and delegated prefixes,

These will cause a burst of BD messages,

However, in order for the MIPv6 enabled nodes to.perform their route optimization, not

only the -MRs but also the access routers must support the' PD protocols, As it is

impossible to replace all existing access routers, the solution is hard to deploy.

3.8 Hierarchical
MRIMNN joins in foreign link in a hierarchical manner in [49][50] and form a tree like

structure Jike ROTIO and ONEMO discussed in Section 3.4 and Se~tion 3.2. These are

not hierarchical netw(jrk, but joins in hierarchical manner in foreign link. In the

hierarchical class, a packet rather than traveling through all the HAs, reaches the' foreign

network either from MNN's HA (firstHA) or traveling only through the HA of the MNN

and TLMR, Unlike delegationcbased approach, an MR does not send its CoA to CNs, MR

sends TLMR's CoA or HoA to HA. CNs use MNN's HoA to send packets to an MNN.
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Packets, ;ent by a CN to anMNN, reach MNN's lIA that tunnels the packets to TLMR's

CoA or HoA.Packets, tunnded to .CoA, directly reach the foreign network; where as

packets, tunnded to HoA, reach TLMR's HA that tunnels packets to TLMR. On reaching

TLMR, packets are routed to MNN by successive MRs that maintain a list of CoA of

MRs mapping with HoA ofMNN .

. The schemes in this class mainly differ from in the use of TLMR's CoA or HoA for

tunneling, techniques. to convey TLMR's address to MRs, and routing of packets inside

. mobile network resulting in differences in signaling, memory requirement and degree of

RO. Moreover, depending on the use of HoA or CoA of the TLMR, the number of

tunnels used for communication differs among the .schemes; the number of tunnels affects

the degree of RO and header overhead. These schemes have the disadvantage of packets

going through one or two tunnds, resulting in near optimal route and header overhead:

RO for nested mobile network in local mobility domain using local mobility anchors or

LRO [48] uses a prefix .that is advertised to all MRs through extended RA. MRs obtain

CoA from the prefix, and send BU to its HA. Another BU is sent to Local Mobility

Anchor (LMA) containing entries such as CoA, HoA, MRs home prefix and address of

HA; therefore, LMA performs location man~gement along with HA.A packet, sent from
• < -, '., • •

CN to Local Fixed Node (LFN), reaches LFN's HA that tunnels the packet to MR. The

packet reaches the LMA that forwards the packet to MR through intermediate MRs and

routers that already have all the MR's CoAs and HoAs. Therefore, the scheme can

provide apear optimal way but involves one tunneling in all cases.

In the research works [49], [50] and [66] like ONEMO, MRs obtain the prefix of the

foreign network through extended RA, and send the prefix (through BU) to the Mapping

Agent (MAs) which acts (e.g. performs location' management) like the HA. MAs intercept

the packets that are sent by CN to MNN, replace the prefix of the destination address with

the prefilS of the foreign network, and forward the packets to the MNN. Unlike other

schemes in this class, packets reach TLMR through MA (therefore, near optimal route).

TLMR forwards the packet lnside'thllmobile network after restoring the prefix of the

destination address to MNN's prefix. The scheme requires increased signaling to update

all MAs. Similar approach is used in research works RIPng [51] [53], HMNR[52],

. ROAD[55] and HMSRO [56] [54].and require a single tunnd only. Moreover, memory
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requirement is high due to TLMR's tracking ofal1 the MNN's prefix to forward packets

inside the mobile netWork.

Optimization using Prefix Information Option (ROPIO) is proposed by [58], TLMR's

prefix and CoA are advertised (using PIO) to nested MRs. Nested MRs send one .BU

message containing its CoA to TLMR, and another containing TLMR'S CoA to HA.

Thus, HA and TLMR in combination keeps trackof MR's location. Packets sent from CN

reaches HA that tunnels packets to TLMR. TLMR decapsulates and tunnels the packet to

the nested MR.

In Hierarchical Mobile Network Binding (HMNB) [57], MRs send TLMR's HoA (instead

of CoA) 'to respective HAs. Thus, MRs don't need to send any BU when the TLMR

changes network, resulting in less signaling. Disadvantage of this. scheme is packets
, ~ --. .' .

traversal through two tunnels. The scheme in [59] proposes similar approach with one

additional tunneling.

3.9 Host Identity Protocol

Host Identity Protocol (HIP)J60] supports mobility for hosts, and is used for NEMO in

the scheme proposed by [61]. In HIP, each host uses a unique address at upper layers, and

location changes are managed transparently at HIP or lower layers. At the start of

communication in HIP, hosts (one may be an MNN) establish a key that is used for

location gpdate. Basic principle of HIP-based NEMO is the use of the key to authorize

MR to perform location update on behalf of MNNs. Authorization takes place when an

MNNjoins the mobile network; in nested NEMO,.authorization is performed at various

levels and requires high signaling and high memory. Major disadvantages of this scheme

are difficulty in wide deployment due to the requirement of HIP in hosts,

3.10 Wide-Area IP Network Mobility
Wide-Area IP Network Mobility (WINMO) [68] uses Border Gateway Protocol (BGP)

[64] for network mobility, where the AR, upon attachment of a mobile network, initiates

a BGP update announcing the prefix of the mobile network in the Internet. But this may

result large routing tables and large number of update messages because of the movement

of a large-number of mobile networks.
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3.11 Multiple HA-based RO
Multiple P2P connected HA-based RO [69] proposes deploying multiple HAs that know

each other's information using P2P [70]. A mobile network has a home HA; but can

register with any HA to meet certain performance criteria such as a limit for roundtrip

time. To find a closer HA, an MR sends a speciai BD to its home HA that responds with a

list of HAs closer to current location of the.mobile network in terms of the performance

criteria. MR selectsaIlIIA,' obtai~s it HoA, and registers with the selected HA. After.
registration, HA initiates a BGP update among routers within the network to install the

mapping of HoA to CoA. These routers tunnel the packet to the mobile networks.

3.12 Summary
In this Chapter, We have presented several route optimization techniques for nested

NEMO such as CUIP, local ad.hoc routing based optimization, S-RO, ROTIO. Many

other variants ofroute optimization schemes, such as RRH,PD, PCH, BGP, hierarchical

etc. have .also been presented. Some of them provide route optimization for simple

NEMO only and some works can provide partial route optimization for nested NEMO.

Some proposals are limited to intra domain routing only or not applicable. to a. regular

non-hierarchical network. Some of them need to transmit too many BD messages or

packet transmissions before getting optimal route and increase header overhead. For this

reason, a globally efficient route optimization technique, which will be able to eliminate

tunneling, in NEMO and nested NEMO, applicable to hierarchical/non-hierarchical

network, effective for both intra and inter domain routing, and requiring minimum

number of packet transmissions to provide optimize route, is still a research issue. In the

next chapter, we will present su.ch a route optimization technique.
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.Chapter 4

Proposed Route Optimization Scheme for nested-NEMO

4.1 Introduction

In this' Chapter, we.will present our proposed. Route Optimization scheme. We will

describe the network architecture of the scheme in Section 4.2 for NEMO and nested-

NEMO. In Section 4.3, we will describe our proposed optimization technique with routing

table structure, optimization signaling and packet flow in detail.

4.2 Network Architecture

In our proposed scheme, we assume a NEMO like the basic-NEMO comprised of some

mobile nodes or MNNs and. a mobile router or' MR. Like the basic-NEMO, our NEMO

gets access to the Internet through the MR and a home access router or HAR when it

resides in.its home location. MR gets a home address or HoA from its HAR. An MNN in

our NEMO is accessible from the Internet through its MR's HoA. Our NEMO can move

from its home network to ~ foreign network as a whole with its MR and all of its

associated MNNs. When it is moved to a foreign network MR connects all of its MNNs

to the Internet through a foreign access router or FAR. MR gets a care-of address or CoA

from the FAR in the foreign network. Like basic-NEMO, our NEMO uses a HA in its

HAR and updates its MR's new CoA in the foreign network to this HA by a binding

update or BU message. HA maps the CoA of the MR with its HoA. Like basic-NEMO,

the first packet from CN reaches MNN through a tunnel between HA and MR. However,

the rest of the packets from CN reach MR' directly due to our route optimization

mechanism. MR forwards these packets to the MNN. Figure 4.1 shows the network

architecture of our simple-NEMO.
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Figure 4.1: Network architecture of proposed scheme for a simple-NEMO

Like regUlar nested-NEMO, we assume an MR can attach with another MR and form a

nested-NEMO. Like regular nested-NEMO, bottom-MR in our nested-NEMO gets access

to the Internet through the top MR. Moreover, we assign the top-MR to work as the root-,
MR for this MR-tree. We use the CoA of this top or root MR as the root-CoA for all other

MRs under it. All the intermediate as well as the bottom-MR get a CoA from its

immediat~ upper level MR in the foreign network. They also get the root-CoA from the

upper level MR. Unlike the regular nested-NEMO, the bottom-MR in our scheme sends

the root-CoA instead of its regular CoA in the foreign network to its HA by a BU

message. The HA of each MR under a root-MR maps the root-CoA instead of the regular

CoA with the HoA of the MR. All the lower level MRs pass their associated network

addresses to the upper level MR. In regular nested-NEMO, each MR only knows its

directly attached network addresses. However, each MR in our scheme knows its own

network addresses as well as the network addresses associated with all other MRs under it.

In a regular nested-NEMO, packets from CN reach an MNN associated with the bottom

MR through multiple tunnels between multiple HA and MR pairs. Unlike regular nested-

NEMO, the first packet from CN reaches the. same MNN through only one tunnel

between a HA and root-MR. After route optimization, the packets from CN directly reach

root-MR and root-MR forwards the packets to the MNN. The typical network architecture

of a nested-NEMO assumed in our scheme is shown in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: Network architecture of proposed scheme for a nested-NEMO

4.3 Optimization Technique

In this research work, we propose a new route optimization scheme for nested-NEMO to

solve the tunneling problem easily. In this scheme, we propose to use two CoAs, local-

CoA and.root-CoA, for each MR. Here, the 10cal-CoA of an MR will be its own CoA

while the root-CoA of an MR will be the CoA of the root-MR in the nest. Like basic

NEMO, we use the top MR in the nest as the root-MR. For the root-MR these root-CoA

and 10cal-CoA will be same. When an MR is getting attached to a higher level MR, we

propose the higher level MR to pass the root-CoA to the newly attached MR and the

attached MR to pass all of its associated network addresses to the upper level MR.

Figure 4.3(b) shows the root-CoA and 10cal-CoA of MRl, MR2 and MR3 of Figure

4.3(a). Figure 4.3(c) shows the corresponding networks that are horned at the MRs in the

MR tree.
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Level
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3

(a)

Mobile . root-CoA local-CoA
Router
MRI . MR1'sCoA MRl'sCoA
MR2 MRl'sCoA MR2'sCoA
MR3 MR1'sCoA MR3'sCoA

(b)

Mobile I'.. Associated networks
Router .

MRI nl
MR2 n2
MR3 n3

(c)

Figure 4.3: (a) A three level MR tree, (b) root-CoA and local-CoA addresses,
. (c) Associated network addresses .

We also propose to use two types of entries in.the routing table in each MR: Fixed and

Visiting. Fixed part of the routing table will have the entries for the networks that are

horned at.the MR. Visiting part of the routing table will have the entries for the networks

. that are temporarily attached with all the mobile routers in the sub tree rooted by the MR.

Routing Parts . Destination Networks Forwarding
. InterfacelN etwork

nl nl
Fixed .

.

..... ..on
, ..... .,...

Visiting n2 MR2'sCoA
n3 MR2'sCoA

(a) MR1's (root-MR) RoutingTable

Routing Parts Destination Networks Forwarding
InterfaceslN etworks

, n2 n2
Fixed .... . ....

. .
..... ' ....

Visitinl! ,n3 MR3's'CoA

(b) MR2's Routing Table
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Routing Parts Destination Networks Forwarding
Interfaces/Nern:orks

n3 n3
Fixed . . .... . ....

.... ....
I Visitinl! . .

(c)MR3;~ R~utingTable .

Figure 4.4: Sample Routing Tables of MRs of Figure 4.3

If an MR learns about temporarily attached network addresses from a lower level MR; we

propose (he MR to enter these network addresses mapping to the 10cal-CoA of the

corresponding lower level MR in.,the visiting part of its. routing table and pass ,these

temporarily attached network. addresses to its higher level MR and this process to

continue successively up to the root-MR. In this way, the root-MR will eventually learn

about all the associated and visiting network addresses in the MR tree and update its

routing table as shown in Figure 4.4. All the MRs will also learn the root-CoA. Once the

attachment process is complete, we propose each MR to send a binding update message

to its corresponding HA. We propose the binding update message to pass the root-CoA
information to HA instead ofiocal-CoA information as shown in FigUre4.5.

HA1
LJ

MR1(CoA1)
11
HA2

LJ
MR2(CoA2)

Figure 4.5: Route optimization signaling for a two level nested NEMO

In our scheme, when a CN wants to communicate with any MNN associated with 'a lower

level MR, like regular NEMO, the first packet will reach the HA of that lower level.MR.

The HA tlf the lower level MR will encapsulate the incoming packet. However, unlike

regular NEMO, it will forward the packet to the root-CoA instead of its 10cal-CoA. After

receiving the encapsulated packet the root-MR will first decapsulate the packet and

\
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'"forward the decapsulated packet down the tree using corresponding 10cal-CoA. The root-

MR will get the 10cal-CoA associated with the destination of the decapsulated packet

from the visiting part of its routing table. At the same time, the root MR will send a

binding update message to the CN in order t6 pass rootcCoA information to the CN.

Above packet transmissions have been sho~ in Figure4.6.

II m t:=:J m t:=:J II"

CN HAl
MR1(CoAl) HA2 MR2(CoA2) MNN.

80:MNN8 ~-c-

IS:HA2I~~l IEEE
••

IS:CoA1 IO:HAl Isumas.1 EJ~MNNB
I"" ,

Figure 4.6: First packet flow ofa two level nested NEMO... ," ".

We propose the CN to send successive packets to the destination using the root-CoA as

the loose source route. Each successive MR in the tree will forward the packet to its lower

level Mit by using the associated 10cal-CoA from the visiting part of its routing table.

Finally, the last MR or the MR of the destination MNN will receive the packet and will

deliver it to the MNN.These optimizedpacket transmissions process have been shown in

Figure 4.7.

ffilllIWi)
HAl HA2CN

I~
t:=:J

MR1(CoA1)

----~-,I~
EJ

MR2(CoA2)

I
EloMNNEJ''---~-I~-

II
MNN

~I
Figure 4.7: Path flow for a two level nested NEMO

Thus, applying the proposed scheme, tunneling can be completely removed from the

nested NEMO in a single step using ,9nlyone binding update message. This proposed
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route optimization scheme will also work for non-nested NEMO. A non-nested NEMO is

in fact a special case of nested NEMO, where the root-MR is the onlyMR in the tree.

4.4 Summary
We have presented our route optimization scheme for nested NEMO in this chapter. We

have discussed the routing table structure and packet signaling in different steps during

route optrmization. We evaluate the scheme in the next chapter with a case study of three

level nested NEMO. We will also provide the proof of the scheme by mathematical

induction.
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Chapter 5
Evaluation of ProposedRo~te Optimization Scheme

5.1 Introduction
In this Chapter, we evaluate our Route Optimization scheme. In Section 5.2, we will

describe a case study to show that the proposed solution solves the tunneling problem and

provides an optimized route in nested NEMO. We will also proof the technique by

mathematical induction. IIiSection'53, we will compare our presented route optimization

technique with few other research works to show the greatness of our scheme.

5.2 Case Study
We first proof the effectiveness of our route optimization scheme using a three level

nested NEMO. In this scenario, let a mobile router, MRI, moved from its home access

router, HAR1, to a foreign access router, FAR. MRl acquired a care-of-address, CoAl,

from FAR and sent a BU message to its home agent, HAl, informing this CoAl. So, HAl

became aware ofthe movement ofMRI as well as CoAl ofMRI .

.'," ..~

nl

+'.

Figure 5.1: Movement ofMRI from HARl to FAR

Let another mobile router, MRl, moved from its home access router, HAR2, and gets

attached with MRI, i.e., a two level nesting occurred. MR2 acquires two CoA from

MRl. One is the root-CoA that is the care-of-address of MRl, i.e., CoA I, and the

other one is the 10cal-CoA that is MRl's own care-of-address from MR1, i.e., CoA2.

MR2 passes its associated network addresses (n2 in Figure 5.2) to MRl. MRl maps

MR2's associated addresses with the CoA2 in its visiting part of routing table. Also,

MR2 sends a BU message to its home agent HA2 informing the CoA 1.
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Figure 5.2: MovementofMR2 from HAR2 to MRI

Let a third mobile router, MR3, moved from its home access router, HAR3, and got

attached with MR2' i.e., ,a three, level nesting occurrcd. MR3 acquired two CoA fr,om

MR2. One is the root-CoA that is thecare-of-address ofMRI, i.e., CoAl, and the other

one is the 10cal-CoA that is MR3's own care, of-address from MR2, i.e., CoA3. MR3

passed its associated network addresses (n3) to MR2, MR2 mapped MR3 's associated

network a,ddresses to CoA3 of MR3 and entered this information into the visiting part of

its routing table. Successively, MR2 passed MR3 's associated network addresses to MRI.

MRI mapped MR3 's associated rietwork addresses, to CoA2 of MR2 and entered ihis

information into the visiting part of its routing table. MR3 also sent a BU m~ssage to its

home agent HA3 informing its root-CoA, i.e., CoAl.'

•• , 3'
HA3 HAR .

CoAl.
B"At

;.- .~

(aX,

'~'~"

."J.:

. 'Mobile'
, "Rolier
MRI
MR2',
MR3

<;:oAl

"'"

toot."
, ,eM,
CoAl
CoAl"
CoAl

local-
i!o/,,:
CoAl
CoA2
CoA3

Figure 5.3: (a) Movement ofMR3 from HAR3 to MR2' (b) root-CoA and 10cal-CoA
addresses of MRs
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The movements of MRI, MR2, and MR3 have been shown in Figure 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3

respectively. The, routing tables of MRI, MR2, and MR3 after the completion of the

attachment in the foreign link have been shown in Figure 5.4.

Routing Parts Destination Networks Forwarding.
.'

.' InterfaeelNetwork
. Fixed nl nl

. n2
, CoA2

Visiting n3 CoA2

(a) MRl 's (root-MR) Routing Table

Routing Parts Destination Networks Forwarding
InterfaceslNetworks

Fixed n2 n2
Visitinl( n3 CoA3

(b) MR2's Routing Table

Routing Parts Destination Networks , Forwarding
InterfaceslN etworks

-

Fixed n3 , n3
.Visitinl! .

(c) MR3's Routing Table

Figure 5.4: Routing Tables of MRs ofFigur~ 5.3

Let a CN sends a packetto'a mobile node, MNN A; associated with MR3. HA3 will

receive the packet first. Since CoAl is MR3's root-CoA and it is known to HA3 through

the BU message, HA3 will encapsulate the packet with its own address as the source

address and CoAl as the destination address. HA3 will forward the encapsulated packet

to CoAl, i.e., MRl in the foreign network. As' CoAl is an address accessed from FAR,

the encapsulated packet will. take a route towards FAR. Thus a tunnel will be created

between HA3 and MRl as shown in Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5: Transmission of first packet from CN

MRI will decapsulate the received packet in order to get the original packet sent by the

CN back. MR I will forward the decapsulated packet to CoA2 of MR2 by using the

information from the visiting part of its routing' table. MR2 will' again forward the

decapsulated packet to CoA3 of MR3 by using the information from the visiting part of

its routing table. MR3 will finally receive' the packet and delivers it to MNN A.

CoAl' ;:.
. H "3' .. H,A

.~ .'

CoAIIID~.
HA'.l

_ CoAl
-~.A2

Figure 5,6:.Sending ofBU message from root-MR to CN
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As shown in Figure5.6, MRl will also send a BD message to the CN informing the root-

CoA, CoA I, while forwarding the decapsulated packet to MR2. After knowing about the

movement of MR3 as well as it root-CoA, i.e., CoAl, the eN will send successive

packets directly to CoAl, i.e., MRI, as the loose source route as shown in Figure 5.7.

MRl will forward the successive packets to MR2 and MR2 to MR3. MR3 will finally

deliver these packets to MNN A.

,0....CoAI
~N

-lileoAI
eoAll1..:-( HAR3

HA3 d

CoAlli1-.
B'Al BAR"J

HAl

Figure 5.7: Packet lransmission.from CN to root-MR

We saw in Chapter 2 that for the same three level nesting in regular nested-NEMO, three

level tunnels had been created to send packets from a CN to an MNN and the route taken

by the packets was sub-optimal. However, our proposed route optimization scheme has

eliminated all level of tunnelings and the route taken by the packets is optimal. Our

scheme eliminated three level tunnels in one step and using only one BD message.

Moreover, our scheme uses only one CoA as the loose source route, which keeps the

packet header size small.

If we increase the number of levels in the nested NEMO our route optimization scheme

will perform the same. It will remove all the levels of tunnels in one step and using only

one BD message. We aregi~ing the proofs of.these claims in Lemma 1 and Lemma 2

respectively.
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Lemma 1: Regardless the number of levels (n) in the nested NEMO; proposed

optimization scheme removes tutmelingcompletely (for n>O).

Proof: Let P(n) denote the proposition that our optimization scheme removes tunneling

completely with n level ofnested-NEMO, i.e., \tn P(n) is true.

Basis: If n= I, only one MR is involved between an MNN and a eN which is working as

both the root-MR and the MR of the MNN. HA of the MRgets bound with its CoA in the

foreign network. When a data packet is sent from the CN, it reaches the HA and the HA

forwards rhe packet to the MR through a single tunnel between the HA and the MR. The

MR forwards the data packet to the MNN. Therefore, the packet will traverse through

following route segments.

CN.~ HA =>MR ~ MNN

MR optimizes the route by sending a BD message to theCN. After optimization, CN

sends the data packets directly to the MR without going through any tunnel. Then, packet

will Jollow the following route.

CN~MR-4MNN
,

Therefore, tunneling IS completely eliminated from the NEMO when
l
n=1. This

establishes that the P(n) is true when n= I.

If n=2, two MRs are involved between a CN and an MNN. Here, the top MR is working

as the root-MR and the bottom MR is working as the MR of the MNN. When the bottom

MR joins into the nested-NEMO, it sends a BD message to its HA with the root-CoA. So,

when a data packet is sent from the CN, it reaches the HA of the bottom MR and the HA

of the bottom MRforwards the packet .to the root-MR by creating a tunnel between this

HA and the root-MR. The root:MR forwards the data packet to the bottom MR using the. /

visiting part of its routing table. Route segments wmbe followed by' the packet are given

below.

CN~ HA (ofMR)=> root-MR ~ MR ~ MNN

Only one tunnel exists betWeen the root-MR and the HA of the bottom MR. In order to

remove this only existing tunnel, the root~MR sends a BD message to the CN. After

optimization, eN sends the data packets directly to the root-MR without any tunnel. The

route of successive packets is,givenbelow.

CN ~ root-MR ~ MR ~ MNN
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Thus, tunneling is completely eliminated from the NEMO when n=2. This establishes that

the P(n) is true when n=2.

Ifn=3, three MRs are involved between the CN and MNN, Here, the top MRis still the

root-MR, theboitom MR is theMRof theMNN amlthe middle MRis an intermediate

MR. When the middle and bottom MRs join into the nested NEMO, each of them sends

separate BU message to its HA with the root-CoA. So, when a data packet ,is sent from

the CN, it reaches to the HA of the bottom MR and theHA forwards the packet to the

root-MR by' creating a tunnel between the HA and the root-MR. The root-MR and other

MRs forwards the data packet to the bottom MR using their visiting parts of the routing,

table and bottom MR forwards the packet to the MNN. First packet will follow the route

given below.

CN ~ HA (ofMR) ~ root-MR -tMR (intermediate) ~ MR ~ MNN

So, before optimization, only one ,tunnel exists between the root-MR and the HA of the

bottom MR., In order, to remove ~this only existing tunnel, the root-MR sends a BU

message to the CN. After optimization, CN sends the data packets directly to the root-MR

without any tunnel. Successive packets will follow the following route.

CN ~ root-MR ~ MR (intermediate) ~ MR ~ MNN

Thus, tunneling is completely eliminated from the NEMO when n=3. This establishes that

the P(n) is true when n=3. '

Induction: Using the basis let's assume P(n) is true for any n>O.Now, we need to proof

that P(n+1) is also true for imy n, From the basis, we can say that the top MR is always

working as the root-MR in our scheme. And the HA of each MR in the tree has a binding

update about the root-MR. For this reason, when any HA receives a data packet from any

eN, it forwards the packei by creating a tunnel between the HA and the root-MR. The

root-MR and the other MRs forward the data packet to the destination MNN using their

visiting parts of the routing table. Therefore, the first packet will traverse the following

route segments.

CN ~ HA (ofMR) ~ root-MR ~ MRs (intermediate) ~ MR ~ MNN

In order to remove the tunnel that exists between the root-MR and the HA of MR of the

MNN, the root~MR sends a BU message to theCN irrespective of the number of levels in
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the tree. After receiving a BU message from the root-MR, CNsends the data packets

directly to the root-MR without any tunnel. Now, routing of packets is given below.,
CN~ rootcl\1R~ MRs (intermediate) ~ MR ~ MNN

From the above discussion, we can say that tlie root-MR of nesting level n also works as

the root-MR of nesting leveln+ l. and after sending a BU message from the root-MR, the

scheme removes tuimeling completely with a nesting level n+ 1. In other words, P(n+ I) is

true for at)y n>O. Therefore, we have proved that \in P(n) is true.

Lemma 2: Regardless the ilUmber of levels (n) in the nested-NEMO, the proposed

solution needs to transmit only a single BU message (for n>O) to get optimized route

between the MNN and the CN.

Proof:-L~t P(n) denote the proposition that, in our scheme, it requires only a single BU

message to transmit to get the optimized route between the MNNand the CN with n level

ofnestings in the nested-NEMO, i.e., 'in P(n) is true.

Basis: If n= I then only one'MR is involved between an MNN and a CN which is working

as both the root-MR and the MR of the MNN.When a data packet is sent from the CN, it

reaches the MR through its HA. MR forwards the data packet to the MNN and sends a

BU message to the CN in order to optimize the route from CN to MNN as shown below.

MR ."BUill",,,, '>CN'

Therefore, only one BU message is enough to optimize the route, i.e., Pen) is true when

n=1.

If n=2, two MRs are involved betWeen the CN and MNN. The top MR is working as the

root-MR and the bottom MR is working as the MR of the MNN. When a data packet is

sent from the CN, it reaches the root-MR tlirough bottom MR's HA. The root,MR

forwards the data packet to the bottom MR using the visiting part of its routing table and

the bottom MR forwards the data packet to the MNN. The root-MR sends a BU message

to the CN in order to optimize the route from CN to MNN. Passing a BU message from

root-MR to CN has been shown below.

root_MRBUIll
",'''' " CN

Thus, only one BU message is sent to optimize the route, i.e., Pen) is true when n=2.,
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Ifn",,3, three MRs are involved between the CN and MNN. The top MR is still working as

the root-MR, the bottom MR is still working as theMR oftheMNN and the middle MR

is working as an intermediate MR. The visiting part of the routing table of the root-MR

holds the addresses of both the middle and'the bottom MR's and their associated

networks. The visiting part of the routing table of the middle MR holds the addresses of

the bottom MR and its associated networks. the HA of each MR knows the current

address of the root-MR. When a data packet is sent from a CN, it reaches the root-MR

through bottom MR's HA. The root-MR forWards the data packet to the intermediate MR

using the visiting part of its routing table, intermediate MR again forwards the data packet

to the bottom MR using the visiting part of its routing table and the bottom MR finally

forwards the data packet to the destination MNN.

root_MRBUM"'og; > CN

Here, only the root-MR sends a BU message to the CN in order to optimize the route

from CN to MNN. Therefore, Pen) is true when n=3.

Induction: Using the basis let's assume Pen) is true for any n>O. Now, we need to proof

whether P(n+ I) is also true for any n. From the basis step, we can say that the top MR is

always working as the root-MR in our scheme and the other MRs in the tree are getting

bound with the rooFMR thr~ugh the vi~iting part of their routing table. The HA of each

MR in the tree also has the entry for the root-MR. For this reason, any data packet from

any CN to any MNN of any MR reaches the root-MR first and the root-MR forwards the

data packet to the destination MNN using the visiting part of the routing table in root-MR

and the same in other MRs on the tree. Only the root-MR irrespective of the number of

levels in the tree Sends "only one BU message to "the CN in order to achieve route

optimization from MNN to CNas shown below.

root-MR BU""'''''' :> CN

From the above discussion"it is obvious"that thefoot-MR of nesting level n also works as

the root-MR of nesting level n+ 1 and only the root-MR sends only one BU message in

order to optimize the route with a nesting I~veln+ 1. I~ other words, P(n+ 1) is true for any

n>O.Therefore, we have proven that 'lin Pen) is true.

)
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5.3 Comparisons ..

Basic- CUIP ONEMO S-RO ROTIO Proposed
NEMO scheme

tunneling HA<-+MR None HA<-+MR None HA<-+HATLMR none
o~none '. I .. HATLMR<-+TLMR

NEMO pin-ball semi- pin-ball or optimal pin-ball optimal
routing optimal bntimal

. . nested pin-ball ".-.semi- .. pin,ballor optimal. nearly optimal optimal.

NEMO optimal . optimal . (two tunnels)
routing

encapsulation number of zero nested zero zero zero
degree MRlevel level or

in the nest zero
additional - COR, . RA RAO TIO none

function with home
basic-NEMO route
additional - network network BU from two BU from all moteoA,

information hierarchy address of all MR, MR, netWork

with all MRin all CoAs all CoAs in packet address of
basic-NEMO the tree in packet header lower level

header MRs only

Table 5.1: Comparison of proposed scheme with other schemes

In Table 5:1, we compare our propoSed route optimization scheme for nested NEMO with

that of basic-NEMO [3], CUIP [9], ONEMO [16], S-RO [17], and ROTIO [26]. We

compare the route optimization schemes with respect to several attributes, such as

tunneling, NEMO routing, nested NEMO routing, encapsulation degree, additional

functionality with basic-NEMO, and additional information with basic-NEMO. In basic-

NEMO, packets are encapsulated from HA to MR when MRis in a foreign network. This

is known' as tunneling. In ~on-nestedNElViO,oniy one MR is attached in the foreign

network. The routing between this first level MR and CN is called NEMO routing. A

packet from CN to a destination of an MNN ofMR is routed via MR's HA. This is called

pin-ball routing. A semi-optimal route is a route.which is not the shortest path or where a

packet needs to traverse a longer distance. In nested NEMO, where several MR form a

tree like structure, a packet transmission between a CN and an MNN associated with a

lower level MR in the tree goes through all the upper level MRs. This type of routing is

called nested- NEMO routing. The number of encapsulations on a packet is called its

degree of encapsulation. If any new function is included in the scheme which was not

present in the basic-NEMO is defined as the additional functionalities with basic-NEMO.

If a scheme requires to containing extra information than that of the basiccNEMO is
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defined as the additional information with basic-NEMO. COR is the forking point of

previous attachment point and new attachment point. Network hierarchy means a

hierarchical structure of MR and due to network hienirchy each MNN needs to store its

home route. A home route is a route that is a permanent route from top level MR to an

MNN. Router advertisement (RA) isa periodical advertisement of networks to update the

network addresses associatedwith anMR:Router A;e~Option (RAO) is applied to avoid

multiple encapsulations and to support multiple headers in a packet. Top-level mobile

router (TLMR) is the top-MR in the MR tree. Tree Information Option (TIO) is used to

advertise ~henetworks with TreeTD(TLMR's address) and the prefix of MRs in the tree.

In basic-NEMO [3], HA to MR tunneling exists, and, due to tunneling pin-ball routing is

required in NEMO and nested-NEMO. Each level ofMR in the tree causes an extra level

of encapsulation of the packet. Thus; packet is encapsulated several times and takes a

longer or sub-optimal path.

In CUIP [9], tunneling and encapsulation is removed but it is limited to only hierarchical

network. Due to the hierarchical structure' of the network, a packet might require to

traverse a longer distance. To provide optimize route, this scheme requires to introduce

few new terminologies in network structure like COR, home route etc.

ONEMO [16] scheme is able to remove tunneling and encapsulation only within the ad-

hoc network formed between MRand CNin the' same foreign network. In this'scheme,

router advertisement is necessary which was not present in basic-NEMO. Network

addresses of all MRs in the tree are required to store in order to forward packets within

the same domain. However, this scheme suffers from tunneling ,and encapsulation

problems 'in inter-domain networks.

S-RO [17] scheme solves the tunneling and encapsulation problems. In S-RO, a CN and

an HA require to cache allCoAs of MR's in the tree. Router Alert Option (RAO) is

required to eliminate multiple levels of encapsulation. This scheme requires too many BU

message transmissions to achieve optimal route in a nested NEMO. Too many CoAs as

the loose source route also increases the size of the packet header.
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In ROTIO scheme [26], the number of tunneling is minimized to only two tunnels for

multi-level nested NEMO. Therefore, this scheme can't eliminate tunneling completely.

Two BU'messages are sent from each MR, one to HA and the other to TLMR's HA.

Router advertisement is necessary, that is not present in basic-NEMO. This scheme is

based on no option. Therefore, to implement this schern~,'all the networks are needed to

support no option.

In our proposed scheme, CN requires to cache only the root-CoA of MR. MRs in the tree

do not need to store the network addresses associated with the upper level MRs. No extra

functionality is required. Moreover, only one BU message is needed to remove tunneling

and encapsulation completely irrespective of the number of levels in the nested NEMO.

Route optimization is.also achieved in one step: Only one CoA is necessary to use as the

loose source route, which keeps the packet header size smalL

504 Summary

In this Chapter we have evaluated our scheme with a case study of three level nested

NEMO. We have shown that our scheme eliminated tunneling completely from nested

NEMO. The scheme requires simplem~chanism and optimizes the route with a single BU

message only. Compared to other schemes our scheme solves the tunneling problem

efficiently. Our scheme is not, limited to intra domain routing and is not limited to

hierarchical network.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Works

.6.1 Conclusions
In this thesis, we have discussed the tunneling.problem in nested-NEMO, which causes

pin-ball routing and encapsulation, therefore, delay in packet transmission. Although

several s~hemes have been proposed to solve these problems, those solutions either need

extra functionalities or extra information with NEMO basic support protocol. Those

solutions take multiple steps and longer time to remove tunneling'and to achieve route

optimization. They also need to transmit a large number of BU messages. Therefore, we

propose a new route optimization technique to eliminate the tunneling completely in one

step and by transmitting only one BU message irrespective of the number of levels in the

nested NEMO. We made our scheme equally applicable for both hierarchical and non-

hierarchical networks and effective for both intra-domain and inter-domain routing. Our

scheme provides optimum route with a very simplified mechanism. It is expected that our

scheme will reduce the end-to-end network delay and. increases the network throughput

with no additional overhead.

We have -demonstrated by a case study that our route optimization scheme eliminates all

the tunnels in a nested-NEMO in one step and by transmitting only one Binding Update

message. We also proved that our scheme will remove all the tunnels from a nested-

NEMO of any number levels n in one step and by transmitting only one message by

proving related lemmas using induction technique. We compared our scheme with other

route optimization scheme; with respect to several attributes, such as tunneling, NEMO- .
routing, nested NEMO routing, encapsulation degree, additional functionality with basic-

NEMO, and additional information with basic-NEMO.We found that our scheme is

performing well compared to other schemes with respect to many attributes.,

6.2 Future Works
In this research work, we did not solve the packet drop problems due to egress and

ingress filtering. Egress filtering.is the control of traffic leaving a network. Firewall

administrators may create a rule t~. let their internal network transmit any and all traffic

patterns out to the Internet. Egress filtering limits this traffic flow to a reduced subset and

prevents sending unwanted traffic out to the Internet. This could include leaking out
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private address space or stopping compromised systems attempting to communicate with

remote hosts. Egress filtering can also help prevent information leaks due to wrong

configuration, as well as soine network mapping attempts. Finally, eiress filtering can

prevent internal .systems from performing outbound IP spoofing attacks. Similarly,

ingress filtering is the control of traffic entering a network. Ingress filtering prevents

receiving unwanted traffic from the Internet. Source routing generally faces egress and

ingress filtering. We have used loose source routing, for which egress and ingress

filtering may become a threat. As we store lower level MR in the visiting part of the

routing table of each MR, egress filtering may be overcome ..But, incoming packet from

the CN may suffer ingress filtering in the FAR, because, the actual destination of the

packet and the forwarded packet path is not identical topologically. So, FAR may think

these packets as an external attack for its network and may discard all the packets from

theCN.

Besides the egress and ingress filtering, some packets might also get dropped during the

hand-off. Moreover, some other parameters such as bandwidth, link speed, link stability

and so forth may be considered as an element to determine the triggering of route

optimizat!on. In our future research works, we wish to investigate these issues. Finally,

we certainly hope that the presented Route Optimization technique can become a new

research stream, and will lead to a ubiquitous communication enviroillnent that will fit

into the fourth generation wireless communication architecture.

We didn't present any simulation result in our thesis because simulating a nested NEMO

is not po~sible in network simulators, such as ns2 [73], ns3[74], Opnet[75], Omnet[76],

OMNeT++ [77], GloMoSim [78], QualNet [79], NetDisturb [80] etc., directly. We have

proved that we need to send only one 13U.1!1~ssageby mathematical induction. Simulation

results can definitely add strong justification of our. scheme. Test bed experiments can

also make our arguments stronger. In our future work, we will extend a network simulator

in order to simulate our scheme. We will also. experiment our scheme in a test bed in

future.
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